
THREE COUNTIES - 2012 
PYRENEAN MOUNTAIN DOG 
 
I thoroughly enjoyed my day and would like to thank all the  exhibitors for bringing such quality 
dogs, it was a real pleasure to go over  them. Excellent stewards kept the ring  moving very fluidly, 
and were still efficient and cheerful even though we were  last in. It was a pity we were inside as  it is 
such a pleasure to be on grass at the summer shows, and I had looked  forward to judging Pyreneans 
in beautiful sunshine.  
 
PD (2) 1 Kenyon  & Ward Charibere Simply Special At  Chezanna, 8 month old baby developing very 
well. Balanced masculine head, correct gentle stop,  dark almond shaped eye, well set and carried 
ear, beautiful expression, lovely  pigment, little deep in muzzle in profile, good reach of neck, 
balanced  moderate angulation, stands beautifully straight from front, good width to  rear, strong 
topline, good width to loin, very good width and depth to chest  for age, excellent substance 
throughout, presents lovely overall outline and  the most beautiful tight arched feet.  Well set and 
carried tail, with hook for bonus. BPD, BP and pleased to see him awarded Puppy  Group 4 at such a 
young age. 2 Bowker & Gibson Febus Mauvezin, 11 month old  boy who I have admired from the 
ringside.  Masculine head well balanced, correct stop, very attractive dark eye and  lovely pigment, 
another slightly deep through muzzle, pleasing neck into well  laid shoulder, moderate angulation, 
good depth to chest, could have a little  more width, good topline, presents lovely compact outline 
in profile, pleasing  bend of stifle, touch too much angle at hock, covers ground nicely on the move.  
Another promising young lad.  
 
JD (3,1) 1 Baverstock Echo De'chien A Touch  Of Magic At Kalkasi (Imp), 18 month old boy developing 
along the right  lines. Head still needs to broaden yet,  beautiful dark well placed eye and good 
pigment, well placed ear, lovely reach  of neck, well laid shoulder, pleasing bone, good width of 
body, very sound on  the move covering the ground very well. 2 Sang Kalkasi High Flyer At Mizeka,  
attractive lad with a lot of presence. Masculine, balanced head, lovely eye and  expression, coat in 
good order, lovely overall outline, moved well covering  ground, but could be a little tighter coming 
towards and a little stronger in  hock.  
 
PGD (3) 1 Baverstock Echo De'chien A Touch Of Magic At Kalkasi  (Imp), as junior dog. 2 Kalkasi 
Dances With Wolves For Montimur, attractive 2 year old male of good size and  substance. Balanced 
head, good pigment,  correct eye, well placed ears, little too much stop, beautiful colour and  
markings. Coat in good order, feet could  be tighter, could have a little more rear angulation but he is 
a good width  throughout and moved soundly. 3 Shepherd & Cordon Gillandant The  Illusionist At 
Avantgarde.  
 
OD (4,1) 1 Baverstock Mr Ch Kalkasi In High Spirits JW, 3 year old dog  of lovely size and substance, 
matured well.  Most beautiful head, good balance between skull and muzzle, good fill  giving lovely 
wedge shape, pleasing gentle curve to skull, correct stop, well  placed slightly oblique, tightest dark 
eye of lovely almond shape, ear  placement correct, ear of good size and held correctly, so overall 
expression  is so good. Good reach of neck into well  laid shoulder, nice return and length to upper 
arm, good depth of chest and  correct forechest, just could have a little more width if being picky. 
Strong  topline held at all times, correct body to height proportions, has good length  of well boned 
leg, could have a little more bend of stifle and angle at  hock, but hocks well let down and  strong, 
tight strong feet and well set and carried tail. He was presented in beautiful  condition, well groomed 
correct coat, very attractive markings complete the  picture. He moves out soundly and well, could 



just be a little tighter coming  towards for perfection. BD, BOB and  pleased to see him awarded Gp 
2. 2 Pollard Gillandant Rockafella, very  attractive 2 year old male who presents an overall picture of 
calm power and  has a real presence in the ring. Lovely  expression, head is balanced, correct stop, 
lovely pigment, darkest of eyes of  good shape, another in immaculate condition.  A touch straighter 
in shoulder anugulation and slightly shorter in upper  arm, nicely well off for bone, pleasing outline 
in profile, needs to develop in  forechest. Holds topline well at all  times, well ribbed back, has very 
good rear angulation, well bent stifle and  good angulation at hock. Pleasing tight  feet, well set and 
carried tail, beautiful coat. Moves out very soundly. RBD. 3 Bowker & Gibson Am Ch Gianni  Versace 
(Imp).  
 
PB (3,1) 1 Ford Desalazara Alpine Snowbell, just 12 month  old very feminine young lady. Good size  
and nicely boned. Balanced head, correct  stop, beautiful dark eye a little angular in shape, but 
pleasing set, well set  and carried ear, lips could be tighter, pigmentation good and good curve to  
skull, feminine expression. Good amount of beautifully presented coat and  attractive markings. 
Neck of good length  and pleasing balanced angulation, needs more width to front at moment as  
standing a little narrow, stands well from rear, well set and carried  tail. Moves out well. 2 Lord 
Laudley  Sophina, 10 month old feminine puppy who was a little shy today which was a  shame. Very 
good size and substance  throughout, good muzzle, skull, little too much stop at the moment, very 
good  shape to eye and lovely and dark, the blackest pigment of all exhibits, and  lovely tight lip line. 
Well constructed  with moderate balanced angulation, strong topline for age, stands on good tight  
feet. Just needs to find her confidence.  
 
JB (4,1) 1 Baverstock Kalkasi High Expectations, 17 month old, head  needs to develop more, but 
balanced, stop good, pleasing dark well set eye, ear  correct, good reach of neck, good depth of 
chest, well ribbed back, strong  topline, little straight in rear, but strong throughout, good feet and 
bone and  moved well. Feminine and very sound  young lady. RBB. 2 Ford Desalazara Alpine 
Snowbell, see puppy bitch. 3 Carter  Lydaub Picture Perfect.  
 
PGB (5,1) 1 Baverstock Kalkasi High  Expectations, see junior bitch. 2 Ford Lakamoni Aurora For 
Montimur, 3 year old  of good size and substance. Typical  head, lovely dark eye of good shape, well 
set ear, topline could be stronger,  stands well from rear, moved soundly to gain this place, just wish 
she was a  little more enthusiastic. 3 Veale Shanlimore Pandora At Jojims.  
 
OB (4,3)  1 Sang Ch Kalkasi Destiny's Spirit At  Mizeka Sh.CM, 3 year old lady I have admired before. 
Another with beautifully  balanced head, well filled, lovely dark eye, well set ear, lovely expression,  
lips could be a little tighter, lovely construction throughout, with good bone and  substance and 
pleasing width front and rear, most beautiful coat, so well  presented and so sound in movement. BB 
 
  Mrs K Kennedy 


